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Language student housing in bogota colombia

Bogotá Photo Gallery Finding the right accommodation according to your wishes and requirements is very important for us, and therefore our Bogotá Spanish language school offers two different types of accommodation in Bogota: host family or furnished apartment – boutique or studio. In case you are looking for any type of hosting not
listed here, we will be happy to suggest accommodation on site. Host family (homestay) Bogotá Photo Gallery To fully integrate into bogotá life and put your Spanish classes in Bogota into immediate practice, you can opt to stay in Bogota with a Spanish speaking family. You can choose between a single or double room. Breakfast and
dinner are included in the price and the washing machine is available, or your clothes will be washed once a week. Hospitality is key and you will be part of the family during your stay. Living with a family from Bogota requires a certain degree of flexibility to adapt to local customs and customs. We carefully select our host families in
Bogota and are constantly rated according to their quality standards. Apartment For those who opt for more privacy and independence, the ideal option is an apartment. We help our students find a comfortable apartment in Bogota during their stay, located in safe and pleasant neighborhoods. We offer two options: boutique apartments or
studio apartments. Both options are close to supermarkets, restaurants, universities and banks. These include the following amenities: Living room Bedroom Bogotá Photo gallery Fully equipped kitchen with fridge, toaster, microwave and water boiler, among others (boutique apartments) microwave, café and restaurant (studio
apartments) Bathroom (shower, bath) Internet and Wi-Fi TV Cleaning (After-Sat) Security and surveillance hotels &amp; hostels If you are looking for more comfort and plusho services, the hotel is the best choice for you. In case you want to meet other travelers in a relaxed atmosphere, you can opt for a hostel. Bogotá has plenty of
options in all price ranges and neighborhoods. If you like company, music and a good atmosphere at a cheap price, Musicology Hostel in the historic District of La Candelaria is a good choice. Hotel Selina in Chapinero and Hotel Casa Deco in La Candelaria are original, small boutique hotels for those looking for luxury and quality. +57 1
744 1993 | info@ihbogota.com | EN | DE | FR Our intensive Spanish courses are 20 hours a week in groups with a maximum of 8 students. Includes (free!) program of social and cultural activities. Courses are offered at all levels and you can stay as many weeks as you want! I had three different teachers during my time here and they
were all excellent ¡7 meses en Colombia! ¡Cuando llegué acá no hablaba mucho pen ahorita sí! I decided to go back to Colombia, I liked it so Teachers are very professional Join our virtual class with other students on the same level. 20 hours class divided into two weeks Monday to Friday from 10:00 to 12:00 (Colombia time) Social
program included interactive study material included if you already have some Knowledge of Spanish, you can start every Monday. If you are a complete beginner, choose from these start dates. Note that in the weeks when Monday is a public holiday, classes start on Tuesday (see start dates for details). 1-4 weeks: $US 230 5-12 weeks:
$US 210 13-23 weeks: $US 195 24 or more weeks: $US 185 Special 3-day week: $US 155 Prices valid until December 31, 2019. School will be closed for public holidays in the following dates. 2020: 1 and 6 March; 9 and 10 April; 1 and 25 June 15 - 22 and 29; July 20; 7 and 17 August; October 12; 2 and 16. 8 and 25 December. Please
note that classes lost on the above-mentioned holidays cannot be created at any other time. Our other Spanish courses in Bogota Add 4 hours of Latin dance classes a week to your intensive Spanish class. Every week, any number of weeks. +70 USD per week. To meet the challenge, add 3 or 4 hours a day volunteering with children or
older seniors. Participation in this program is free Add an unforgettable eco-adventure in the Amazon rainforest to your intensive Spanish course. Dates and prices on request. See all our Spanish courses in Colombia at a glance! Choose either an apartment in Bogota or stay with a Colombian host family. Prices from US$190 per week.
Bogotá, the capital of one of the three happiest countries in the world, simply teases over any other Latin American city... reported by the BBC. Come and see for yourself!   Spanish courses in Colombia Price list 2020 IH Bogotá is part of the International House of IH Alegre Language Schools, which offer quality Spanish language
courses in five major destinations. Bogotá destination : nuevalengua Contact us! In order to take full advantage of the experience of learning Spanish abroad, it is necessary to get adequate accommodation in the right place. It is a fact that people have different tastes, so we offer our students different types of accommodation: School
residences: In Nueva Lengua we offer you two school stay options: one in Medellín and the other in Cartagena. Casa Lomba - Cartagena Dorms - Medellín Private Apartment: If you want more privacy and more comfort or are planning to come with your family, we can get you a furnished and fully equipped apartment (Apartment in
Cartagena, Apartment in Bogota). With host family (family accommodation): You will live and share your daily life with a Spanish-speaking family. Breakfast and dinner are included in the price and there is a washing machine or your clothes will be washed once Families are carefully selected and you will be the next member of the family
during your stay. We regularly visit families and permanently evaluate their human qualities and the location of their house.   Learn more about our Spanish schools and courses: Bogotá, Colombia Known as a vibrant cosmopolitan city, Bogotá is one of the most attractive tourist destinations in Latin America. The Colombian capital offers
an incredible range of cultural activities, exciting nightlife and stunning mountain scenery. Nueva Lengua Spanish School is located in the historic district; Quinta Camacho and is surrounded by beautiful English style houses that have been listed as cultural heritage. This zone is close to the famous Zona G, home to first class hotels,
restaurants, shopping malls, theaters, galleries, bars and nightclubs. The most influential business and financial center of the country is also located near our school. Spanish courses in Bogota: General Spanish (standard or intensive), Spanish course for specific purposes, Spanish and business course, Spanish and medical vocabulary,
Spanish and volunteer, Spanish and dance, Spanish and music and private lessons. To see more information about all the descriptions of the course Cartagena, Colombia Ranked as one of the most beautiful colonial cities in the Caribbean, Cartagena has been declared by UNESCO as the cultural and historical heritage of humanity.
With an average temperature of 30 degrees Celsius this legendary city offers you 19 kilometers of beaches in the urban area, therefore it is an ideal destination to practice various water sports such as diving, windsurfing and kite surfing in paradise scenarios that will make your stay a wonderful experience. Nueva Lengua Spanish School
is located in a beautiful colonial house near Plaza la Trinidad. Spanish courses in Cartagena: General Spanish course (standard or intensive), specific purpose Spanish course, Spanish and medical vocabulary, Spanish and volunteer, Spanish and dance, Spanish and sport (diving, kitesurfing, sunfish, windsurfing) and private lessons. See
more information about all course descriptions. Medellín, Colombia As colombia's second most important capital, Medellin is a modern city known for its vibrant, cultural and commercial activities. The combination of its infrastructure, its natural scenery, warm climate, majestic mountains and the friendliness of its inhabitants gave it the
name of the City of Eternal Spring Nueva Lengua Spanish school offers in this city flexibility group or private lessons in our school. Spanish courses in Medellín: Specialized Spanish (business, medicine, etc.) and private lessons. (Standar or Intensive), Spanish for specific porpiers, Spanish and medical vocabulary, Spanish and volunteer,
Spanish and dance, Spanish and music and private lessons. more information about all course descriptions.                    Your city of Nueva Lengua offers online courses for those who want to study Spanish at home.  People from different cities like Berlin, London, New York, Paris, Tokyo, Seoul, Sao Paulo, Zurich and many other places
have joined us online. Each student is assigned a highly qualified personal teacher to support you throughout the course. The combination of motivating material, tutor support and a wide range of exercise types contributes to a pleasant and rewarding learning experience.  Be the first in your city to sign up! Courses offered: General
Spanish Online. See more information about all course descriptions. STUDY SPANISH WITH NUEVA LENGUA! International House Bogota offers a wide range of English courses including exam preparation and young students. We are the Cambridge Test Centre and also the IELTS test centre. The school facilities include 11 spacious
classrooms with natural light, a computer room with high-speed Internet access, and multimedia devices that include video beams and computers that allow teachers to use the latest interactive classroom materials. Courses of young students Corporate and business courses Cambridge, IELTS or other preparatory courses for exams
From September 2018, IH Bogotá will be located in a new building in the heart of bogotá financial district The newly renovated building has 4 floors, 11 spacious classrooms, a student lounge with computers for students, easy barrier-free access, parking and WiFi. New address: Carrera 13 #72-23, 110221 Bogotá | Find us on Google
Maps It's a 3 minute walk from Calle 72 Transmilenio station, a 5 minute walk from Calle 76 station, with El Dorado International Airport a 30 minute taxi ride away. The school's other featues include: Surrounded by restaurants, cafes and bars for all budgets and walking distances from the world's shopping centers Near a number of
universities, which means there is a large presence of students within walking distance of the most famous entertainment and gourmet dining areas: Zona G, Zona T and Zona Rosa Near Rosales and Nogal, two of bogotá's most traditional neighborhoods we now have more accommodation options closer to the school: host families,
studio apartments, hostels, hotels, etc. Cambridge, IELTS or other preparatory courses for exams CLIL methodology courses For additional services you can find the school website Homestay Student Residence City Located in the center of the country at an altitude of approximately 2600 meters, Bogota has an almost perfect climate
with average temperatures ranges from 9 to 23 degrees Celsius. The city has approximately 8 million inhabitants and is divided into a number of different areas, including the historic center of La Candelaria, the business district in the city center and several modern and Suburbs. Thanks to the innovative transmilenio in the city is quite
easy and cheap to get to. International House Bogota offers regular CELTA courses. We can help trainees with accommodation if they are taking a course from overseas. Visit our website for more information. IH Bogotá is the centre of CELTA
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